
Guide to Promptcraft for AI Art / Images

                                    

Having created 30,000+ images using AI, I've run a ton of experiments.

Among them, I've come to four core principles you should apply when prompting to create visuals for 
better results.



Disclaimer though: It’s early days still. Like so much about AI, I don’t know for a fact everything here is 
absolutely true. 

I doubt even the people who designed these systems know. That's sort of what makes AI cool. It's like 
an unknown space, just waiting to be explored.

What I can tell you for certain is that poorly written prompts = waiting more often.

And depending on what tool you’re using, bad prompts don't just cost you time, they might cost you 
money.

So the fewer renders you need to perform to get to a result you like, the better.

Here's how to get great results, often even on your first try.

Note: The two AI image generators I use in this guide are  (best for beginners) and 
 (best for tinkerers)

4 Core Principles of Visual Promptcraft

Just these four ideas will vastly improve your results.

1. Follow the right order of information

One of the cardinal rules of image prompting is that the words toward the beginning of the prompt have 
a stronger impact than the words at the end.

Taking this a step further, the general order of information that seems to work well in all of the current AI 
art tools I've used is:

Let's do an example:

Midjourney
StableDiffusion

The kind of image you want1.

The subject of the image2.

Details of the main subject3.

Description of setting or background4.

Image stylizations5.

https://www.midjourney.com/home/?callbackUrl=%2Fapp%2F
https://stablediffusionweb.com/


impressionist painting of imperial soldiers in white armor marching on a sleek metal 

catwalk, suspended high above a dark and industrial Star Wars environment, aura of power 

and discipline, painted in vivid color with energetic brush strokes

Using Midjourney (v4, Feb 6, 2023), we get images like these:

The kind of image you want1.

impressionist paintinga.

The subject of the image2.

imperial soldiersa.

Details of the main subject3.

in white armora.

marchingb.

Description of setting or background4.

on a sleek metal catwalk suspended high above a dark and industrial Star Wars 
environment

a.

Image stylizations5.

aura of power and disciplinea.

painted in vivid colorb.

with energetic brush strokesc.



And Stable Diffusion 2.1 gives us these as a starting point.



As you can see, Stable Diffusion isn't as good as Midjourney out of the box. It requires more tweaking 
and customizing to get good results.

But, Stable Diffusion is also open source and has a large community creating custom models.

Here are more results using a fan-made Stable Diffusion model called Protogen 58 Rebuilt Sci-Fi.



Much better!

Okay, I know picture scan be distracting, so to review, here are the 5 types of info for a good image 
prompt and an order to put them in:



(There are other advanced techniques for ordering words and structuring prompts, but this is the most 
central one.)

Now let's take it a step further and learn to write better prompts overall.

2. Write with a word's full meaning in mind

AI art models are trained by classifying images. Basically, a computer looks at the image and guesses 
what’s in it according to natural language. And another computer that's been trained to help, tells the 
first computer if it's right or if it's wrong. And sometimes humans help too.



This may seem like a trivial detail, but it is not, as you’ll soon see. 

Because...

Everything about your prompt craft can be improved if you consider how an AI ‘thinks’ and what various 
words can mean.

Take, for example, a prompt to generate a picture of a _________ man  .

Now consider the difference between these four fill-in-the-blank adjectives:
• beautiful
• attractive
• handsome
• hot

Here's how Midjourney sees those differences:

A beautiful man

A handsome man

An attractive man

A hot man



I knew these images were going to come out this way before I rendered them.

How?

By thinking like an AI.

Beautiful can be a nebulous concept that applies to almost anything visually pleasing. 

Beautiful is more often applied to women than men, so it probably brings somewhat feminine or 
androgynous features.

Architecture can be beautiful. A stream can be beautiful. Someone’s handwriting can be beautiful. It 
probably brings a lot of different subtle connotations along with it too.

Attractive is an expression of beauty that is generally applied to all people. It’s somewhat genderless.

Attractive can also be used to describe a few other things too, like the terms of a deal can be attractive.

Handsome is most often used to describe men.



Handsome also brings along certain pre-conceptions. Handsome men are generally fit, square-jawed, 
and broad-shouldered. They dress well. They take care of themselves.

Hot. I put ‘hot’ in here because this is how people speak.

“That guy is so hot!”

Surely, because it is common in language, it would be easily understood by an AI, right?

Well, kind of. AIs do seem to understand that hot = attractive.

But use this word and don’t be surprised if your pictures end up with smoke and fire in the background.

As you can see, just as any word might seem ideal for your prompt, it can also skew it in a direction.

Now consider various words for men:

AND imagine guys who are:

Men•

Males•

Guys•

Boys•

Dudes•

Bros•

Dapper•

Adorable•

Good-looking•

Impressive•

Clean-cut•

Strong•

Stylish•

Cute•



Each word brings with context with it, both in how it relates to the idea of men and the other words in the 
prompt.

All of these prompts would generate something different.

PSA: This is especially important if, like what appears to be a large section of the internet, you want to 
generate good-looking ladies with AI. 

To avoid making pictures of children, don't prompt a gorgeous girl   with your keywords. Instead, 
prompt a gorgeous female  . Girl can skew very childish.

That is, unless you have a solid negative prompt in place.

This brings us to positive and negative prompts.

2. Include the right negatives

Most AI image generators use a combination of two prompts:

Here's a simplistic example.

Compare the following.

: a hot dog

: (nothing in the negative prompt section)

"A hot dog" - Rendering by Midjourney v4 (Feb 6, 2023)

Positive prompt = what’s in the image?•

Negative prompt = what’s not there?•



Now look at this one.

: a hot dog

: fire, smoke, animals

"a hot dog --no fire, smoke, animals" - Rendering by Midjourney v4 (Feb 6, 2023)



Midjourney didn't make a perfect hog dog in the second version, I know. 

But we're A LOT closer to what we're looking for. If I wanted to continue trying to get a perfect hotdog, 
I'm in a much better spot.

See, words have nuanced meanings.



It seems obvious to us humans because we innately understand that people don't say, "hot dog" and 
mean a dog that is on fire.

But with AI, the magic figurer-outer goes out into its pre-trained model, looks at word-image 
associations, and brings back what it thinks you want based on the data.

It's computer friend that helped it train on the meanings of words and images never explained that some 
dogs are indeed, not hot in that way.

Now that we understand both the full meaning of words and negative prompting, the next step is to fix a 
major issue that most people make negative prompts.

3. Unloading your negatives

Here’s a typical style of prompt that I see all the time:

: extremely detailed, full body color photo, Albert Einstein, young man, background 

laboratory, film grain, skin details, high detailed skin texture, 8k, hdr, dslr

: cgi, 3d, render, sketch, cartoon, drawing, anime, deformed, bad anatomy, disfigured, 

poorly drawn face, mutation, mutated, distorted hands, deformed, extra limb, ugly, 

disgusting, poorly drawn hands, missing limb, floating limbs, disconnected limbs, 

malformed hands, mutated hands and fingers, distorted hands, amputation, missing hands, 

doubled face, double hands, b&w, black and white, sepia, black and white photo, blur

What you can see is that, on the positive side, we have a series of image tags, each separated by a 
comma. 

There is no established relationship between the tags. This is how 90%+ of people write prompts I think.

When confronted with this style of prompt, the AI model has to infer everything based on the order of 
the words (toward the front is more important) and the relationships between those words.

We'll fix the positive side in a sec, but first we have to deal with the dumpster fire of a negative prompt.



So much restriction! And for what.

So before we talk about word order and commas, let’s unload the negative prompt.

How to unload your negative prompts

Here's what I'm going to teach you to do:

ORIGINAL negative prompt

:  cgi, 3d, render, sketch, cartoon, drawing, anime, deformed, bad anatomy, disfigured, 

poorly drawn face, mutation, mutated, distorted hands, deformed, extra limb, ugly, 

disgusting, poorly drawn hands, missing limb, floating limbs, disconnected limbs, 

malformed hands, mutated hands and fingers, distorted hands, amputation, missing hands, 

doubled face, double hands, b&w, black and white, sepia, black and white photo, blur

REVISED negative prompt

: cartoon, plastic, arachnid, desaturated, blurred

The technique here is to avoid overloading the negative prompt with too many variables where it sort of 
blindfolds the AI to all sorts of good image data that it could otherwise make use of.

These 5 words were selected very carefully.

For example, by negative prompting for cartoon   and plastic  , we attempt to eliminate any illustration 
(cartoon) or 3D rendered style (plastic-looking skin) without also losing access to other information that 
might be helpful. 

By not removing drawings, anime, sketches, etc, the model has a richer set of inspiration to drawn on 
for scenes, poses, etc. If a shot still comes out looking like not-a-photograph, we can consider adding 
more to the positive or negative side.

Dealing with bad anatomy.



With recent updates to most models, you also don't need to battle very hard against bad anatomy 
unless it's really a problem. Not like you used to, anyway.

Here, arachnid   stands in for all the bad anatomy keywords. 

Arachnids have multiple non-human limbs and extra eyes, after all. If we want to avoid ugly, mutated-
looking bodies, let's start by avoiding anything spider-like.

Continuing on...

Desaturated   is better than black and white photo   for a similar reason. 

We want all photos and colors to help our AI, so we express the concept of black and white in a totally 
different way. 

If you think about how important the words black, white, and photo are, you can see why we'd want to 
avoid prompting against it. They probably show up in training data everywhere.

As you can see, when over-used, negative prompts behave like static for the language model, cutting 
off otherwise useful data because of inferred relationships between words.

By unloading negative prompts, you get more specific about what you don’t want and enable the AI to 
retrieve what you do, making full use of the model's capabilities.

Now that we're accidentally limiting our good data, let's help the AI understand exactly what we want to 
see.

Note: If you still get bad anatomy, sure, drop additional words in, but be cautious. 

Think about it. 

If you want good hand anatomy, it seems illogical to negative prompt “extra hands” which would 
also eliminate many pictures of proper hands from the data the AI explores.

What would be a keyword to fix your problem that doesn't include the name of the thing you want in 
the picture?



4: Using joining words and commas

While we don't usually think of an AI art tool as a large language model, many of the lessons from tools 
like GPT-3 and ChatGPT still apply here.

The language is everything.

And in language, commas act as a firm separator between linked ideas. What is on one side of a 
comma is different from what is on the other side.

Using the same example from above, we can easily improve the original prompt for better results.

Let's look at its original positive side again to refresh our memory.

ORIGINAL positive prompt

: extremely detailed, full body color photo, Albert Einstein, young man, background 

laboratory, film grain, skin details, high detailed skin texture, 8k, hdr, dslr

All of the ideas are separated by commas, with very little grouping as to what belongs with what.

Is this supposed to be a picture of Albert Einstein next to a young man who is holding a DSLR camera, 
perhaps?

Probably not, but we're making the AI infer all that, which means we're not as likely to get an amazing 
result. At best, we probably get an average image back.

I mean, look at my first test image from Midjourney. All old guys and one shirtless guy with random 
marker drawings on his body? Nothing in a laboratory at all?



We need to fix this.

Below is my new prompt, and I'll break down what changes I made.

But first let me show you the images. There are still some issues that need to be addressed, but we 
have youth in 3 out of 4 and the lab in about 1.5 of the results.



REVISED positive prompt

: extremely detailed 8k full body color photo of Albert Einstein as a young man, at a 

laboratory, taken with a DSLR, with the photograph showing film grain and natural skin 

with details and texture

Analyze the placement of these words:



• of
• as
• a
• at
• with
• and

…as well as the commas.

I'll sort of do it for you as an indented list of bullet points to show the hierarchy based on where all the 
words and commas end up:

Using commas and joining words, each main idea of the image is grouped together in one comma-
separated clause, and all objects and adjectives are associated correctly with each other using natural 
language.

From the phrase, full body color photo of Albert Einstein as a young man  , there can be no confusion 
of whether I want a picture of Albert Einstein AND a young man or AS a young man. Likewise, taken 
with a DSLR  clarifies whether he is holding a DSLR camera or the picture was taken with one.

Note though, that according to our original prompt structure from the very beginning of this guide, I use 
the practice of adding smaller details on style at the end. This is because we want the AI to be very 
clear about the main subject.

photo•

extremely detailed •

8k •

full body •

color photo•

Albert Einstein•

as a young man•

at a laboratory •

taken with a DSLR•

with the photograph showing film grain •

and natural skin with details and texture•



To make my follow-along details as accurate as possible, I re-referenced the photo when I wrote  with 
the photograph showing film grain and natural skin with details and texture  .

(Attentive readers will notice that color photo   and --no desaturated   still missed the mark, so we may 
need to prompt against sepia tones or isolate "color photo" in quotes to get the best result. That's how 
AI works. You're always going to need to do a bit of experimentation.)

Wrap up

These tips may seem simple, but if you start to use them, you'll notice your images just turn out much 
closer to the mark and often much nicer. 

If you're paying with your time and for image rendering credits, this can save you a ton of frustration and 
money.

To review,

Follow the right order:

Include the right negatives.

But also, unload your negatives.

And make smart use of comma and joining word placement.

By applying these four techniques, you can write prompts that are far more specific and far less heavy-
handed, allowing the model to apply its full training data to render you beautiful results.

Type of image1.

Main subject2.

Details of the main subject3.

Description of background4.

Image stylizations5.



You'll still likely need to experiment and play around with the words you use. But getting to your ideal 
endpoint should come much faster and easier this way.

 Enjoyed this guide?

Sign up for my newsletter for more on mastering AI to grow your business.

Join 5,941+ founders, entrepreneurs, and creators in getting:

Landing page preview below:

 BTW — if you're looking to jump way ahead: 

Join 1,300+ of us in my course and AI writing system.

Purchasing power parity is available for many countries.

Comes with a ton of example prompts:

1 big how-to or story/lesson•

1 writing deconstruction•

1 growth tactic I use all the time•

1 genius ChatGPT prompt•

1x each week•

https://pages.roblennon.xyz/newsletter

https://pages.roblennon.xyz/newsletter


That’s all for now. 

Follow @thatroblennon for more:

                        

www.aicontentreactor.com

Twitter: 
LinkedIn: 
TikTok: 
Newsletter: 

https://twitter.com/thatroblennon
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rob-lennon/

https://www.tiktok.com/@thatroblennon
https://pages.roblennon.xyz/newsletter

http://www.aicontentreactor.com/
http://www.aicontentreactor.com/
https://twitter.com/thatroblennon
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rob-lennon/
https://www.tiktok.com/@thatroblennon
https://pages.roblennon.xyz/newsletter


17 Magic Midjourney Keywords

                                    

I've generated 25,586 images using AI with Midjourney.

A few image tags I come back to over and over.

Use these 17 words to infuse your MJ prompts with magic:

Btw - All images in this post are sourced from the open Midjourney community.



The Community Feed is a fantastic way to discover new techniques. In fact, I discovered just about all 
of these keywords there.

I regularly browse it for inspiration and new techniques to try.

Let's see some of the best I've discovered so far.



 vantablack

It's the blackest substance there is. It's also usually applied as a liquid coating. Try both vantablack   
and vantablackcore  .





Full beautiful rose-black Vantablack stem with golden and black Vantablack petals, 

golden thorns, mystical golden transparent aura, gothic, elegant, beauty, rosepunk, 

thornspunk, The image is shot with a Canon EOS 5D Mark IV and Fujifilm Superia X-TRA 400 

film. Cinematic colorgrading, dystopian lighting, character design, 25mm, hero shot, key 

visual, editorial photography

 (chicken emoji) 

Actually, you can prompt Midjourney with any emoji. It's very satisfying to mix strange combinations and 
see what comes out.





   , digital art,

 RAW

File-type for an unprocessed digital photo with maximum detail and no compression.

a massive skeleton head of a dinosaur buried in the sand in a desert at sunset. sad 

vibes. extinction. + masterpiece supreme quality highest resolution extremely intricate 

details highly detailed film grain dinamic poster photograph portrait RAW photo uhd dslr 

Canon Eos 35mm sharp focus cinematic shot volumetric environmental lighting ray tracing 

photography cinematic composition photo of the year precise correct proportions



 chiaroscuro

A method of treating light and shadow utilized by some of the greatest painters. Tends to result in 
amazing shadows and shadow detail.





<https://s.mj.run/6IEFkf6kvL0> very realistic low key photography of a surreal dark 

fantasy ancient floral death magic technology tablet photorealistic Elegant Wagnerian 

art nouveau by Agostino Arrivabene Anna Dittmann and Hsiao Ron Cheng and Mark 

Demsteader, finely detailed leaves, golden filigree, stylized, cinematic lighting, 

chiaroscuro, shadows, donato giancola, intricate detail, realism

 realistic + hyperrealistic + photorealistic

Each has a slightly different effect. Stack all the words to add more realism weight to a prompt based on 
illustrations to achieve a realistic (but sometimes not photographic) effect.



Hyperrealistic 3D whimsical mobius strip treehouse staircase, starry night storybook 

illustration by akihiko yoshida and thomas kinkade and beatrix potter 8k resolution 

concept art trending on Artstation sharp focus photorealistic Unreal Engine by Greg 

Rutkowski, Magic realism, hyper realistic, whimsical, extremely detailed, surrealistic, 

Rob Gonsalves, MC Escher, octane render 



 children's book illustration

A simple art style that also works for some stock-looking art. Anyone wanna write a children's book with 
me?





extremely cute dinosaur with a heart-shaped balloon, white background, mix of childrens 

book illustration and Atey Ghailan, minimalism

 isometric

An isometric view is one without perspective distortion. Images have perfectly matching verticality and 
horizonticality. (Okay I maybe made one of those words up.)



isometric app icon of a cute android robot head 

 made out of



Mixing up what composes something can be a fascinating way to change it's form. Find even more 
delightful when you have something made out of another thing.

2d microscope made out of the tree of life, over looking the forest with the moon in the 

background, black and white 3492652510



 sticker

Looking for a clip-art style with an isolated image or idea. Try asking for a sticker.

cute ice cream anime cartoon style sticker no background 



 8k

Out of the various resolutions (4k, 8k, 32k), 8k seems to provide the most consistent and pleasing 
results in my experience.



Artichokes without background, realistic, png, 8k

  uhd

Please forgive the example prompt. The image is indeed in ultra-HD. With some tinkering and negative 
keywords, this one could get even better.





C3PO tripping balls, surreal life uhd,

  intricate

Intricate tends to boost the wow-factor of almost any prompt. Works great for clothes and hard surfaces 
too, giving little bits of texture that add realism.





Coolest guitar design ever, made in clear epoxy, with ice and fire spiral twists and 

swirls from alcohol sinker mica metallic inks, deep purple background color, golden, 

silver, and ultramarine swirls text at start of the description, Cinematic, Hyper-

detailed, insane details, Beautifully color graded, Unreal Engine, DOF, floor level view 

point, Super-Resolution, Megapixel, Cinematic Lightning, Anti-Aliasing, FKAA, TXAA, RTX, 

SSAO, Post Processing, Post Production, Tone Mapping, CGI, VFX, SFX, Insanely detailed 

and intricate, Hyper maximalist, Hyper realistic, Volumetric, Photorealistic, ultra 

photoreal, ultra-detailed, intricate details, 8K, Super detailed, Full color, Volumetric 

lightning, HDR, Realistic, Unreal Engine, 16K, Sharp focus

  maximalist detail

Want insane amounts of detail? Take it to the maximalist.





Night dramatic atmosphere, close look of spider-man in in tight red engraved filigree 

leather suit falling in huge splash of water + ultra photorealistic + Hasselblad H6D + 

high definition + 8k + cinematic + color grading + depth of field + photo-realistic + 

film lighting + rim lighting + intricate + realism + maximalist detail + very realistic

  minimal

Getting too much detail? Let's dial things in.



a logo of the face of studio ghibli style creature, minimal, simple, graphic

  highly detailed

Pairs well with a lot of different other styles to increase the complexity in the small details.



8K, high resolution, intricate highly detailed:: Nike Corporation spider shoes in the 

style of takashi murakami on DMT



  masterpeice

Another magic word that seems to improve everything, from photoreal portraits to simple illustrations.





**I want a breathtaking tattoo design featuring a hyper-realistic gorilla portrait with 

piercing eyes and an intimidating presence. The gorilla portrait should be depicted with 

high contrast and intricate details, with the full and textured antlers being a crucial 

part of the composition. The background of the tattoo should be filled with vintage-

style realistic roses, each petal and stem meticulously rendered for a truly 

breathtaking display. The colors of the roses should be chosen to reflect the darker and 

vintage hues. This tattoo should be a masterpiece of realism, brought to life by the 

talented hand of tattoo artist Julian Sibert

  cinematic lighting

Most seasoned visual promptcrafters know this trick, but for good reason. Almost every realistic image I 
generate has this tag in it.





<https://s.mj.run/HPYByteC9RI> Golden Darth Vader knight, portrait, intricate scrollwork 

helmet design, neon red crystal, cinematic lighting, 8k, unreal engine,

Summary:

 8k 
  
 uhd 
 RAW 
 sticker 
 minimal 
 intricate 
 isometric 
 vantablack 
 chiaroscuro 
 made out of 
 masterpiece 
 highly detailed 
 cinematic lighting 
 maximalist detail 
 children's book illustration 
 realistic + hyperrealistic + photorealistic

 BTW — if you're looking to jump way ahead with AI: 

Join 1,300+ of us in my course and AI writing system.

Purchasing power parity is available for many countries.

Comes with a ton of example prompts:

www.aicontentreactor.com

http://www.aicontentreactor.com/


That’s all for now. 

Follow @thatroblennon for more:

                        

Twitter: 
LinkedIn: 
TikTok: 
Newsletter: 

https://twitter.com/thatroblennon
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rob-lennon/

https://www.tiktok.com/@thatroblennon
https://pages.roblennon.xyz/newsletter
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